StiffWall® SW-S Boots Small-Large Installation Instructions

1. Verify Box Contents. StiffWall Boot Kits include components for 4 StiffWall Boots, one for each corner of the Shear Wall.

2. Verify that the correct size Boot Kit is provided, and that the Strap Track anchor size matches the Base Plate. Four sizes are available: Small, Medium, Transition and Large.

   For 3.5'-4" Wall Depths
   - "Small" 7/8" Anchor
   - "Medium" 7/8" Anchor
   - "Large" 1-1/4" Anchor

   For 5.5" and greater Wall Depths
   - "Small" 7/8" Anchor
   - "Medium" 7/8" Anchor
   - "Large" 1-1/4" Anchor

3. For each corner of the StiffWall, install Strap Track and Base Plate in standard track at StiffWall Column locations. Note that the welds must always face the inside of the StiffWall.

   Specified nut w/ standard or plate washer
   Note: Washer must fully cover the slot in the Base Plate after installation

4. Attach StiffWall Column to Base Plate with the specified number of 7/8" A325 bolts provided.

5. Attach flat strap through StiffWall Strap Track.
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